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Energy rehabilitation of residential building in the Lourdes neighborhood in Tudela

ECO-CITY of Tudela (2006-2011). Project within the framework of the Concerto Program, an initiative of the European Union that supports local communities in
the reduction of CO2 emissions. Through improving Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy inclusion.

https://www.construction21.org/
https://www.construction21.org/espana/member/3538/
https://www.construction21.org/espana/city/h/rehabilitacion-energetica-del-barrio-de-lourdes-en-tudela.html
https://www.construction21.org/espana/company/es/margallo-y-orgambide-arquitectos-sl.html


It involves 44 European cities in 18 different countries.

In this action the European partners of the City of Tudela are the cities Helsingor (Denmark), Helsingborg (Sweden) and Trondheim (Norway).

The Lourdes Renove project is conceived as the first fase of a global project of Integral Energy Rehabilitation of Lourdes Neighborhood, a social
housing neighborhood,  promoted between 1954 and 1972, with very basic building systems (lacking thermal insulation of any kind) and where autoconstrucción
processes have taken place.

Construction conditions of buildings and accessibility problems have placed this district on the lower side of the housing market of Tudela, which has originated
that in recent years, as the original, very old, population of the neighborhood is lost, a phenomenon of depopulation and concentration of immigrant origin is
happening.

From the energy point of view, we highlight the energy ineficiency, both for buildings and facilities; in particular the central heating of Juan Bautista, which served
31 full service portals.

Programme

Housing
Public facilities and infrastructure
Public spaces
Green spaces

CO2 Impact

CO2 Impact : 613 tCO2

Method used to calculate CO2 impact

Datos reales sobre mediciones monitorizadas durante una campaña completa 2011-2012
Campaña 2010-2011 347.043,00 m3 consumidos
Campaña 2011-2012 61.878,45 m3 consumidos
total reducción del gasto % 82,17 %

Project progress

Management phase
Delivery phase
Operational phase

Prescriptions and zoning
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Energy /Climate
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More info

 http://www.tudela.es/docs/industria/lourdes-renove-presentacion.pdf
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Data reliability

Assessor

TERRITORY

Type of territory

Working class neighborhood created by the Jesuits in the 50-60 as a solution to housing problems for people coming from the countryside to the city.
The building systems are very basic (lacking any kind of thermal insulation) and autoconstrucion has been a frequent process.

Construction conditions and accessibility issues, have placed these buildings on the lower side of the housing market of Tudela, which has meant that in recent
years, as the original, elderly, population is lost, a phenomenon of concentration of immigrant population is taking place. They are finding vulnerabilities and even
loss of neighborhood identity.

The crisis has hit very strong in this neighborhood that has slowly been losing quality of life in the area and the environment.

The action aims to regenerate the area based on a series of actions at urban level, mixed management: public and private and solution accessibility and energy
improvement of housing by performing pilot building projects and change the energy system and improvement of boilers to return to regain a sense of identity.

- Economic and financial situation.

Lourdes district is characterized as a working-class neighborhood and has been severely beaten by the current economic crisis. In this sense it was essential to
find a financial model that would allow the project Lourdes Renove. So that in parallel to the process of architectural competitions, and prior to any contact with the
Community of Owners, was sought:

- The maximum financial support by the different administrations (Europe, Departments of Government of Navarre and Tudela City Council).

- Financing the whole performance. Offered by the CAN (Caja de Ahorros de Navarra), 100% of the investment, and part of funds from the EIB.

So that the average percentage of aid in the Project Lourdes Renove rises to 59.50% of the investment.

Climate zone

[Cfb] Marine Mild Winter, warm summer, no dry season.

More info

 http://www.nasuvinsa.es/es/proyecto-lourdes-renove

KEY FIGURES

Neighbourhood paved surfaces

Neighbourhood paved surfaces : 8 000 m²

Green areas, roofs included

Green areas, roofs included : 450 m²

Public spaces area

Public spaces area : 875 m²

Housing floor area

Housing floor area : 52 740 m²

Refurbished floor area

Refurbished floor area : 52 740,00 ha

Number of residential units

Number of residential units : 586

Number of social housing units

http://www.nasuvinsa.es/es/proyecto-lourdes-renove


Number of social housing units : 586

Green spaces /inhabitant

0.06

Public spaces/inhabitant

0.11

Total investment costs (before tax)

Total investment costs (before tax) : 6 926 980 € HT

Amount of the investment taken in charge by the local authorities

Amount of the investment taken in charge by the local authorities : 906 303 € HT

Total of subsidies

Total of subsidies : 1 308 000 € HT

Detail of subsidies

Concerto Program: 870,000 euros 
Government of Navarra: 1.400.000 euros 
Municipality of Tudela: 305.000 euros 
Municipality of Tudela (extraordinary precariousness Aid) = 35,000 euros

GOVERNANCE

Project holder

Name : MY CITY OF TUDELA

Type :  City

General description :
This is a local entity is structured in five areas: Promotion of the City; Economy and Finance; Planning; Social Services and Quality of Urban Life. Each area in
turn has administrative units whose project objectives are exposed in different sections.

 http://www.tudela.es/docs/calidad/pam-presentacion.pdf

Project management

Description :

It was COORDINATED BY THE PUBLIC COMPANY NASURSA AND PRIVATE ENTERPRISE KAMIRA

Strategy for the implementation of the project.
The Integral Rehabilitation of the neighborhoods 50s to 70, within the consolidated city, are very complex processes from the technical, urban and financially; but above all they show great c
omplexity of social management. This complexity is compounded by the aging of part of the population, and the fact that in these areas is generally concentrated the lower strip of the housi
ng market, occupied mostly or immigrant population originating sometimes in situations socially vulnerable or elderly population.

 To develop such projects need strong leadership of the government, who believe the appropriate framework, and encourage maximum participation of the population.

 In this case the success of the project, has settled in the leadership of the City of Tudela and the fuerteimplicación the neighborhood and the entire construction sector; all coordinated throu
gh a Management Team (public company Nasuvinsa) has managed all aspects involved in the project (tºécnicos, economic, financial, urban, legal, social).

 Now if the involvement of government was needed to provide an appropriate framework to Rehabilitaciones, the essential ingredient has been the participation of the neighbors. Because in
 order to carry out the work needed to reach favorable agreements within the Community of Owners.

 In March 2010, Nasuvinsa, opens in the scope of the project itself, the Lourdes Renove Office, which has been a meeting point between technicians and neighbors, as well as the axis of th
e participation of the whole process.

 To facilitate access to the whole population, the Office has had morning and afternoon, until 8:00 pm. Moreover, in this space they have held meetings with the Community of Owners, usual
ly from 8:00 pm to facilitate access to all the owners.

 In parallel, the City of Tudela contract drafting and implementation of a deParticipación Social Revitalization Plan and the company Kamira, integrating the technical team Nasuvinsa in Lour
des Renove Office a social worker.

Since the beginning of the project has been working with the neighbors, aware of the importance of citizen participation. In this sense also locate neighborhood associations, has been implic
ated in the process property managers, presidents of the Community of Owners, the "leaders" of the community and neighbors in general.

 The stated goal was to define a foundation of quality for Comprehensive Energy Rehabilitation Quarter. To this end, it has carried out a double task:

http://www.tudela.es/docs/calidad/pam-presentacion.pdf


Promote processes Integral Rehabilitation Energy. Thermal Envelope execution, renovation of facilities (regulation, individual consumption meters, ...) and
Inclusion Renewable Energy.

Educate and raise awareness to generalize about responsible energy habits. Since how to ensure significant energy savings in the city, and therefore the

reduction of pollutant emissions, is the combination of energy rehabilitation and appropriate behavior of the inhabitants.

Project Benefits:

The Lourdes Renove project involves significant environmental and economic benefits, however, the most remarkable aspect is the social benefits for the entire community of Tudela. Action
s have been performed:

Pilot projects:
1. 100 Floors  2. Blocks 60-70  3. Blocks years 50

3. Redevelopment
4. District Heating

 Social aspects of the project.

 The Lourdes Renove project involves significant environmental and economic benefits, however, the most remarkable aspect is the social benefits for the entire community of Tudela and p
articularly for the District of Lourdes, one of the neighborhoods that has an identity marked within the city itself. As discussed at the beginning of this report, this neighborhood is undergoing 
a gradual process of deterioration, so that the city of Tudela, aware of this reality, decides to act in a decisive way to reverse this process.

 In this line, it has carried out a major outreach and awareness, to show the whole population the Integral Rehabilitation is the challenge of the moment and is the way to guarantee a future 
of quality for the neighborhood. With this Global Rehabilitation addition to improving the quality of life of the local people a process of consolidation and entrenchment del Barrio is favored.

 Another aspect of community involvement is that all private projects that wanted to undertake within the Lourdes Renove were directed to the Community of Owners, being these that have 
major problems in reaching agreements to run the works; and therefore they need more support.

 With the Project Lourdes Renove, it becomes clear that the processes of Integral Rehabilitation Energy Barrios are possible and are the guarantee of a quality future for these areas of the c
ity built; and it is essential for the involvement of citizens; supported by the administration, which should create an appropriate framework (grants, funding, ordinance ...) and accompany peo
ple throughout the process, facilitating management.

Project stakeholders

MY CITY OF TUDELA

Function  :  Other

The Lourdes Renove project is conceived as the first phase of a Global Project Comprehensive Energy Rehabilitation of the District of Lourdes, which is a
neighborhood of social housing promoted between 1954 and 1972, with very basic building systems (lacking any kind of thermal insulation ) and in which there
have been frequent constructive processes autoconstruction. Conditions of buildings and accessibility issues have placed this neighborhood in the lowest band
housing market in Tudela, which has meant that in recent years, as the original population of the district is lost, very old, it is producing a phenomenon of
concentration of population of inmigrant origin. From the energy point of view, energy inefficiency highlight both the buildings and facilities; in particular district
heating San Juan Bautista, that served a total of 31 portals with 486 homes, and that was at the end of their useful life. All this originated that were located and
locate many cases of the so-called "energy poverty"; .In this context the City of Tudela, convinced the (environmental, economic and social) benefits of the Energy
Integral Rehabilitation firmly committed to carrying out Global rehabilitation process that combines all aspects involved, and mark quality guidelines for future
rehabilitation of the rest of the neighborhood. To do this it chooses to act, both in the public space, and in the private space, at the level of portal and facilities
Barrio, always based on criteria including energy savings.

María Rosa Domínguez Berges, mail: rosa.dominguez@tudela.es tfno contacto: 948417116

Construction21 company page :

SOLUTIONS

CO2 Impact : 611,00 tCO2

Urban project governance
Citizen participation

Company :

QUALITY OF LIFE

Quality of life / density

This project shows that the processes of Integral Rehabilitation Energy Barrios are possible and are the guarantee of a quality future for these areas of the city;
and it is essential for them to have a strong involvement of all public administrations and residents themselves. Along with the involvement of technicians and
companies in the construction sector. The quality of life for the residents can be improved by improving accessibility and good thermal comfort.

Net density

-0.68



Social diversity 

It is a remarkable fact that the Lourdes neighborhood, despite being one of the neighborhoods that has a more marked identity, is undergoing a gradual process of
deterioration, so it was decided to act to reverse this process.

The Integral Rehabilitation of 50s to 70 neighborhoods, within a consolidated city are very complex processes from the technical, urban and financial point of view,
but above all a highly complex social management. This complexity is accentuated by the aging of part of the population, and the fact that in these areas there is
generally a concentration  of the lower strip of the housing market, usually occupied by immigrant population, sometimes in social vulnerability.

To develop this project, a strong leadership of public administration has been applied, the role played by architects, administrators, neighborhood associations,
owners and especially THE PARTICIPATION OF THE NEIGHBORS.

There has been an important outreach and awareness effort, to show the whole population that Integral Rehabilitation is the challenge of the moment it is how to
ensure a quality future for the neighborhood. In addition a process of consolidation and entrenchment of the neighborhood is favored.

All private projects undertaken within the Lourdes Renove were directed to the Community of Owners, being these the ones with major problems in reaching
agreements to implement the rehabilitation works and therefore in need of more support.

Social inclusion and safety 

The Lourdes Renove project and Lourdes Renove office and all agents that carry out the project, have made an effort to access the whole Community, to clearly
convey the information generated.

To work the issue of social inclusion, Kamira company was been hired to draft a Participation Plan and Social Revitalization. Within this plan there have been
developed dynamic activities aimed at the entire district, such as workshops, seminars, a "mosqueo campaign", editing a video ... It also has worked with specific
associations such as the Association of Women or the day care center in the neighborhood.

Also aware of the serious economic situation of the neighborhood all economic means available to achieve the maximum level of aid hav been movilized. Funds
from Europe (Concerto Program), Aid for Rehabilitation Department of Housing Government of Navarra, IDEA funds managed by the DRIEMA the Government of
Navarra and funds from the City Council of Tudela, which was implemented through a coordinated Aid ordinance.

Regarding the Ordinance aid approved by the City of Tudela, in addition to general aid work aimed to all the Communities of Owners, special grants were
approved as extraordinary situations Precarious Aids, aimed at sector the population with greater economic problems, which are intended to reduce labor costs
owners with fewer resources.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Local development

The performance involved the creation of jobs during the works on the neighbors who were unemployed.

"We have opted to revitalize a sector hit hard by the crisis as the construction sector  betting on comprehensive rehabilitation. The rehabilitation of neighborhoods
will be the future and the great commitment of many entities for local development".

% of public spaces

1

SOLUTIONS

Circular economy

RESOURCES

% Paved surfaces

5

SOLUTIONS

Citizen-awareness

ENERGY/CLIMATE



Climate adaptation, resources conservation, GHG emissions

Integral renovation of the heating San Juan Bautista.  Since it was found that the main problem of the facility was placed in distribution networks, the scope of
the project was reoriented.

Promote the inclusion of new models and companies (energy supply companies) to minimize investments to be made by the neighbors.

Comprehensive Renovation of a centralized district heating installation.

Acting on the centralized heating (District Heating) San Juan Bautista,  he has sought to achieve two objectives:

Allow the survival of this facility, which was at the limit of his life, through a comprehensive renovation and inclusion of renewable energy (biomass).

Show society that Neighborhood heating, in good condition, and applying current media facilities are very efficient, and easily allow the inclusion of renewable
energy. With the ultimate goal to promote the extension of this model to new areas of the city, in a country like Spain, where these facilities are relatively rare; and
because of the bad press that buildings from the 60-70 years have.

In short, it seeks to boost the performances of renewal on these obsolete facilities to prevent loss, showing the advantages of these systems so that they expand
territorially bringing together a large number of buildings in both urban land consolidated and new developments.

Energy sobriety

2.3. SUSTAINABILITY

2.3. 1 Tudela City Council has a strong commitment to sustainability. Within this

accessions commitment mention the following:

Adherence to the Charter of European Cities towards sustainability "Aalborg Charter". Commission
agreement governing the Town Council of Tudela of May 28, 1999.
Navarra accession to the network of local authorities to Sustainability (Nels). 2005.
Registration of Tudela in the Civitas Forum. JGL Agreement of March 16, 2007.

In 2000 the City of Tudela writes a municipal environmental audit, and initiates the Local Agenda 21. On
February 28, 2001 in the full City Council approves Environmental Declaration and Action Plan within the
Local Agenda 21. The following are some of actions undertaken in the context of the strategic guidelines of
the Local Agenda 21:

collaboration agreement for the development and implementation in the enclaves of interest to the
steppe wildlife, an action plan habitat enhancement under the guidelines of the "Proposal for Actions
in the steppe areas in the municipality of Tudela for the Period 2005-2008 ", by agreement Plenum of
the Town Council of Tudela of October 28, 2005.
Soto of the Tetons: municipal space included in the Navarra proposed Sites of Community Interest to
be part of the Natura 2000 network.
Network of trails: In the network established on the banks of Navarra there are five in the municipality
of Tudela.

Regarding awareness and dissemination from the city of Tudela they have organized the following
conferences:

Congress Sustainable Cities "SUCIC". Tudela held from 6 to 9 November 2006.
Environmental awareness days: Held on 22 and 28 March 28 and April 25, 2007.

Rehabilitation Conference annually organized by the ORVE de la Ribera are held.

2.3. 2 From the specific point of view Project Lourdes Renove, as one of the two branches of Eco-City
Project, to recall that all actions undertaken integrate sustainability criteria, since all the actions should result
emisionesde reducing CO2.

All actions taken are aimed at:

Promote processes Integral Rehabilitation Energy. Thermal Envelope execution, renovation of
facilities (regulation, individual consumption meters, ...) and Inclusion Renewable Energy.
R shape and raise awareness  to generalize about responsible energy habits.

Since how to ensure significant energy savings in the city, and therefore emissions reduction is the
combination of both measures (Energy + Habits responsible Rehabilitation).

Energy mix

INTEGRAL RENEWAL OF THE HEATING OF SAN JUAN BAUTISTA. It was a district heating system (district heating), that serviced a total of 486 homes and 31
portals, including 2 building types: residential blocks compact between party ("Blocks 60-70 years") and a serial exempt towers ("Las Torres"). With a heated built
area of 40.448m² approximate.

This heating was at the end of their useful life, with significant operating problems in production and mainly in the Distribution Network; with significant leakage
problems, imbalances installation, ... as well as problems caused by the original design of the facility.

Integrated Facility Renewal contemplated:



Construction of a new Biomass Boiler Room, in the space occupied by the old oil tanks, which were in disuse. Biomass provides the base heat installation.
2 boilers were installed Viessmann PYROTEC 720 model 720 kW rated power.
Complete renovation of the Gas Boiler Room. With the installation of 3 condensing boilers HOVAL brand ULTRAGAS 720 model with 665 kW nominal
power; these boilers only enter into operation when demand is not covered by biomass boilers.
Complete renovation of the Distribution Network. General distribution network between buildings in the public space (coordinating it with the
Redevelopment Project) and local. Distribution Network for the common areas of the buildings. Distribution Network within the housing 486; inside homes
have ringed all radiators, steam traps and placed renewed thermostatic valves. Old installation has only been preserved radiators
Monitoring systems installation and individual consumption counters.
Environmental:
The main power supply of the new facility is biomass, so that the gas used over the previous year has been reduced by 83.8%. Biomass has a great
advantage from the environmental point of view, since it is regarded as neutral from the point of view of emissions according to the Kyoto Protocol; so that
CO2 emissions are also reduced by 83.8%.

Note: Gas consumption comparison between campaign 2010-2011 and 2011-2012.
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2010 -20114.010.635  

2011-2012 650.697 -3.359.938 -(83,8%)
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Saving (%)

2010 -2011 4.456.261 0 574,86  

2011-2012 722.996 355 93,27 -(83,8%)

 

Economic:
The energy consumption of the 2010-2011 campaign amounted to a total of 4,010 MWh PCI in the campaign 2011-2012 (with the new installation)
consumption has been reduced to 2,372 MWh PCI; implying a 40.9% energy reduction. Note that this saving is basically to improve the installation, since
the total of 31 portals just 3 have executed the thermal envelope; in the case of buildings with termical savings over 60%.

Energy consumption comparison:
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Total

 

Difference    Saving

2010 -2011 4.010.635 (100,0%) 0(0,00%) 4.010.635  

2011-2012 650.697 (27,4%) 1.721.462 (72,57%)2.372.159 -1.638.476  -(40,9%)

 

Energy produced with biomass in addition to being cheaper than that produced with natural gas, shows greater price stability compared to Natural Gas. This
aspect has an important implication because the 72,57% of the energy of the 2011-2012 Campaign has produced biomass.
Biomass generates local employment and reduce dependence on foreign energy by minimizing the consumption of fossil fuels.

SOLUTIONS

Description :

Inclusion of a renewable energy source, biomass.
Biomass in a cheaper energy.
Reduction of CO2 emissions into the atmosphere.
 A. New Boiler (gas and biomass)
New Distribution Networks:

- General (streets and portals).

- Individual (Ringed radiators, meters and thermostats for each of the houses).

 

Ensure adequate temperature in all homes. Balancing networks, and possibility of having adequate pressure on networks.
Reduce energy losses (isolated from all pipes).
It will regulate the temperature inside the housing (thermostats).
It will account for individualized consumption.

Renewable energies



Urban Lighting
Low-carbon materials/ infrastructure

BUILDINGS

Buildings

6.  Technical aspects.

Technical requirements. Energy efficiency.

 As a starting point in Lourdes Renove Project, it required that all projects should include high energy efficiency measures. In this respect it was considered as the minimum laejecución con
dition of the thermal envelope of buildings and the inclusion of renewable energy, for rehabilitation projects could be integrated within the Project Lourdes Renove.

 

So as to ensure that after rehabilitation, property reached at least the isolation requirement contained in the CTE. However, in some specific aspects of isolation conditions even they exceed
ed those contained in the CTE, as demanded it the Eco-City Project, funded by the European program Concerto.

 

Drafting of technical projects. Intervention Projects Competition Jury.

 

Regarding the Integral Rehabilitation of Buildings, called Pilot Projects, we review the process started, which has achieved a major success and can be easily replicated in other processes 
Rehabilitation Barrios.

 

From Lourdes Renove Office (Nasuvinsa technicians) were carried out all previous technical work. the original architectural projects were located and the relevant information is extracted, lif
ting plans "as built" of buildings in digital format, also more than 200 field visits were conducted both in the common areas of the buildings was performed as part of the houses included in th
ese types, and reports the current state of the property, including photo reports and thermography of buildings were developed.

 

On the basis of this information, the specifications for a number of architectural competitions were developed, and in June 2010 the City of Tudela bid 4 contests conintervención Ideas Jury 
to select a draft for Energy Rehabilitation of each of the building types selected.

This system allowed a select models Rehabilitation for each of the typologies; in addition to the winners Preliminary contests some approximate investment costs acotaban with which the C
ommunity of Owners could adopt or not, the agreement to rehabilitate their property.

 

The City Council bore the expenses of writing the first draft Execution of each type, thus rewarding the first Community of Owners of each type, which reached a favorable agreement to carr
y out the rehabilitation works. This process was called "Contest Communities".

 

The specifications of these competitions, in addition to collecting this documentation prior art, the scope of the rehabilitation works and technical parameters to be met was defined.

 

The purpose of rehabilitation were the common areas of the buildings, the intervention inside the housing project was not subject Lourdes Renove.

 

The specifications of these competitions, in addition to collecting this documentation prior art, the scope of the rehabilitation works and technical parameters to be met was defined.

 

The purpose of rehabilitation were the common areas of the buildings, the intervention inside the housing project was not subject Lourdes Renove

Within the Common Areas should be analyzed in isolation and together the following actions:

Thermal envelope. Facades, medianerías views, roofs and ground floors.
Elimination of architectural barriers.
Renovation of the General Property Facilities to each home.
Incorporating Renewable Energy.
Monitoring results to quantify the savings.

It should also provide a Budget and Planning Work. In planning the work, should take into account that one of the premises of the execution of the work, is that it should be able to perform i
n a majority from outside the housing, so that access to housing it is essentially reduced to actions linked to the renovation of facilities (rush, records, ...).

The minimum intervention inside homes sought help achieve favorable for the works within the Owners Agreement.



As for the assessment of the proposed solutions for the resolution of the thermal envelope, indicate that it is in addition to responding to the technical specifications of isolation, should provi
de an aesthetic quality composition that adequately respond to the environment. Given the economic situation, constructive solutions, should ensure that the minimum investment with adeq
uate performance and durability is achieved, ensuring the technical and economic feasibility of the performance.

 

In the full resolution of Accessibility actions that could run inside the perimeter of the building they are prevailed, and that did not require leave their homes to users during the period of the 
works.

 

As for General Facilities mention that the scope of these was the renovation to access each network housing supply, sanitation, electricity and telecommunications; as well as heating in the 
case of having communal heating system.

 

Finally, the rehabilitated buildings should include monitoring systems, so that after the rehabilitation of the building's energy consumption data were recorded for a minimum period of one ye
ar, to give proper effect to the European Concerto Program, which co-finances this project.

 

Below are the winning teams from each of the typologies. The description of the proposed solutions is included in the following chapters:

The towers. Architects Olano and Mendo.
100 Flats. Margallo and Orgambide, architects.
Blocks 60-70 years. MARQUITECTOS. Gerardo Molpeceres.
Blocks of the 50 LKS Engineers.

The Towers                            The 100 flats                             Blocs 60-70 years              Blocs 50 years

- Help from the Department of Innovation of the Government of Navarra to Envolventes thermals. Instrumented by a Convention.

 

Alongside these extraordinary aid had General Rehabilitation aid offered by the Department of Public Works of the Government of Navarra.

Contest

Reasons for participating in the competition(s)
A. Medioambiental:

• Reducción de emisiones de CO2, gracias a la reducción del consumo energético por medio de medidas de eficiencia energética (Envolvente
Térmica y renovación de las Instalaciones Generales) e inclusión de Energías Renovables.

• Uso más racional del territorio, poniendo en valor un parque inmobiliario, que presentaban unas condiciones de habitabilidad reducidas.
• Reducción de la movilidad dentro de ciudad, al asentar la población en áreas consolidadas de la ciudad.

B. Económicos:
Durante el proceso de ejecución de las Obras de Rehabilitación:

 

• Creación de puestos de trabajo , muy por encima de la generada con la misma inversión en ejecución de Obra Nueva.
Tras la Rehabilitación:

 

• Reducción de los consumos energéticos de los usuarios de las viviendas Rehabilitadas, y por tanto de la facturación. En las viviendas Rehabilitadas
a lo largo de la campaña de invierno 2011- 2012 se han llegado a producir una reducción superior al 50% del término variable de la energía. Este
aspecto presenta una gran incidencia en el Barrio, porque como ya hemos señalado, la difícil situación económica de parte de la población, con
ingresos reducidos, y la ineficiencia energética de los inmuebles, con una condiciones de confort térmico muy malas; origina que una parte de
esta población se encuentre en una situación de “pobreza energética”, al tener que destinar una parte importante de sus ingresos a cubrir el gasto
energético, sin que con ello alcancen unas condiciones de confort térmico adecuadas.

• Reducción del gasto público para la ejecución de infraestructuras y servicios. Al afianzar la población del Barrio, se evita el tener que ejecutar
nuevos desarrollos urbanísticos, y nuevos servicios.

• Reducción de gasto público en asistencia a personas de la tercera edad. Al mejorar las condiciones de habitabilidad de las viviendas;
fundamentalmente la accesibilidad y el confort térmico, permite que la población de avanzada edad pueda continuar habitando sus viviendas
originales.

C.Sociales:

 

* Consolidación de las redes sociales. Prevención del deterioro social del barrio. Estabilización de la población.
* Mejora de la calida de vida de los residentes . Accesibilidad, Confort térmica,…
* Afianza la identidad ciudadana.

 

PUNTOS FUERTES: RESUMEN
 

• Colaboración y cooperación de todas las administraciones públicas, en la búsqueda de los máximos resultados. Europa (Programa Concerto),
Departamento de Vivienda y Fomento del Gobierno de Navarra, DRIEMA del Gobierno de Navarra, Ayuntamiento de Tudela y ORVE de la Ribera.

• El proyecto parte de unas necesidades reales del Barrio, de forma que ha facilitado que haya sido bien acogido por el conjunto de los agentes
implicados.

• Se ha iniciado un proceso de Rehabilitación Energética e Integral del Barrio de Lourdes.
Estableciéndose unos modelos de calidad, que se pueden aplicar al resto de edificaciones incluidas en las primeras tipologías edificatorias
seleccionadas. Modelos en los que la Eficiencia Energética está en el origen de las propuestas.



Date Export : 20230317221546

• Dentro del proyecto de Lourdes Renove se ofreció financiación al conjunto de las Comunidades de Propietarios que querían acometer la Rehabilitación
Integral y Energética de sus edificios (Envolvente, Accesibilidad e Instalaciones Generales) e instalaciones de Barrio. La Caja de Ahorros de Navarra
(CAN) ofreció financiación a las Comunidades de Propietarios; por medio de fondos procedentes del Banco Europeo de Inversión (50%) y de fondos
propios (50%). Prácticamente el 100% de las inversiones se han acogido a esta financiación.

• La renovación integral de las instalaciones de calefacción de barrio de los años 60-70 (redes y  sistemas de producción) permite mantener en el tiempo
este modelo de calefacción, que presenta importantes ventajas frente a las calefacciones individuales.

• El adecuar las viejas calefacciones de Barrio, con las nuevas tecnologías de hoy en día (regulación tanto a nivel de producción y distribución, como en
cada vivienda por medio de termostatos, adecuado aislamiento, contadores individuales, monitorización,…) podrá demostrar al conjunto de la
sociedad que son modelos eficientes.

• Aprobación por parte del Ayuntamiento de Tudela de una Ordenanza de Ayudas para Lourdes Renove. En el que para optar a ayudas se debe realizar
la adecuación energética en base a las exigencias del CTE, además se contemplan ayudas para los vecinos con una situación económica más débil

• Reducciones de las emisiones de CO2.
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